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1843. Captain Atwood's special knowledge, of course, attracted the 

attention of Agassiz, who visited him at Long Point in 1852, a visit 
that was the beginning of a life-long friendship. The acquaintance 
of scientific men was a stimulus and an aid to him, and led him to 

redouble his efforts. 

In 1857, while a member of the legislature, Captain At wood was 

appointed a commissioner, with Judge Chapman and Dr. Henry 

Wheatland, to report on the artificial propagation of fish. He made 

experiments on the fecundation of trout eggs, and succeeded in de 

veloping the embryos, although the ova died before hatching. The 

report of the commission was the first document of the kind published 
in this country. 

His reputation as a student of ichthyology became so considerable 

that he was asked, in 1868, to give a course of lectures on fishes 

before the Lowell Institute. These lectures, illustrated as they were 

by quaint anecdotes, were very successful. 

He served in the State Senate in 1869, 1870, and 1871, and during 
his term delivered important speeches on our sea fisheries, and espe 

cially on their possible exhaustion. Indeed, he lived to see the subject 
of ocean and inland fisheries, about which little was known in his youth, 
submitted to scientific investigation by State and United States com 

missions, 
? an investigation to which he was a valuable contributor. 

Captain Atwood was a member of the Boston Society of Natural 

History, the Institute of Technology, and the Essex Institute. He 
was chosen a Fellow of the Academy in 1868. He died at Province 
town, November 7, 1886. 

EPHRAIM WHITMAN GURNEY. 

Ephraim Whitman G?rnet, the son of Nathan and Sarah 

(Whitman) Gurney, both of families long settled in Abington, was 
born in Boston, February 18, 1829. Certain well-defined aptitudes 
and tastes, together with some external conditions, for a time drew 

him towards a mercantile career, and it was not until about his nine 

teenth year that the stimulus received from the reading of his leisure 

hours and from certain phases of religious inquiry turned him finally 
to the pursuit of letters. His preparation for college was then effected, 

with some assistance from private instruction, in sixteen months ; he 

entered Harvard College in 1848, and graduated in 1852, already sin 

gled out as a man of especial mark. Plans which he had formed for 

subsequent study in Cambridge were broken up by a severe illness in 
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the autumn after his graduation, and he remained in Boston for sev 

eral years, for a time engaged as a teacher in a private school, but 

steadily carrying on, as it were in silence, the broad system of study 
and intellectual training, in which his unusual mental maturity and 

independence made him a sufficient guide for himself. 

In 1859 he was appointed Tutor in Latin in Harvard College, and 
with some difficulty was induced to enter upon the university career, 

for which he then doubted his own fitness. In 1863 he became 
Assistant Professor of Latin ; in 1867, Assistant Professor of Philos 

ophy; in 1868, Assistant Professor of History; and* in 1869, early in 
the administration of President Eliot, he was made University Pro 

fessor of History, and, a few months later, Dean of the College Fac 

ulty. The last-named position he held for six years, in a period of 

rapid reorganization and development. The University Professorship 
he continued to hold until May, 1886, when, upon the resignation of 

Professor Torrey, he became McLean Professor of History. The 

brief but important record is closed by his death at Beverly, on the 
12th of September, 1886, after a wasting illness of several months. 

He had been a Fellow of the Corporation of Harvard College from 

1884, and of this Academy from 1860. 
As a Fellow of the Academy, Professor Gurney is enrolled in the 

section of Philosophy and Archaeology ; but the studies which gave 
him this place were after all but a part of the preparation with which 

he subsequently entered upon the field of history, in which lay his 
chief interests. Roman history in its widest relations, the growth of 

the Roman domestic and political institutions and their influence in 

shaping the social, political, and legal systems of modern Europe, were 

the subjects to which all his work seemed to converge, and to the 

development of which he brought to bear such wealth and variety of 
attainment as is faintly indicated by his record as an instructor in 

Harvard College. The classics both Latin and Greek, of which he 

seemed in the earlier years to be the special student, were the key 
to his wider inquiry. For its better prosecution, he made himself 

master of Roman law, secured its introduction among the College 

studies, and himself gave instruction in it. Even his short service as 

a Professor of Philosophy was also no real deviation from the general 

line of his activity. Of the few examples of his work to be found in 

print, the most remarkable is the letter given at the close of Professor 

Thayer's 
" Letters of Chauncey Wright," in which Professor Gurney 

with wonderful discrimination and felicity of style presents the intel 

lectual lineaments of that rare thinker. And nothing is more striking 
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in the account there given of the growth of Wright's philosophical 
opinions and of the influences affecting it, than the light which is 
thrown upon the wide philosophical attainments of the friend, who 

for many years shared Wright's interests and speculations, or joined 
issue with him in their daily discussions. But as Professor Gurney 
said of himself, he cared much more about men than about man ; 

tind philosophy, like law and the classics, was after all only tribu 

tary to the main current of his studies. Of the nature of this main 

current, so far as it was exhibited in his public instruction in the 

University, perhaps no better statement can be made than by tran 

scribing his own carefully prepared titles for the leading courses of 

study offered by him in his later years: 
? 

Roman History to the Fall of the Republic, with especial reference to the 

development of political institutions in Greece and Rome. 

Political and Legal Institutions of the Roman Empire, and development of the 
Frankish Constitution to the death of Charlemagne. 

The Constitutional and Legal History of France to the end of the fifteenth 

century. 

Few branches of modern investigation or speculation in history, 
politics, or the origin of institutions, could be foreign to a range of 

topics like this, in the mind of an inquirer gifted in discerning broad 

relations, and in interpreting the deeper meanings of political and 

social movements. And no less comprehensive treatment of an his 

torical field than is here implied could have given adequate scope for a 
man whose varied interests stimulated him to a constant and vigilant 

survey of the latest intellectual achievements, in whatever field, and 

whose knowledge of men was as wide as his knowledge of books, and 

as carefully perfected. Unhappily as it must seem for the interests of 

learning, he undertook no printed exposition of the subjects of which 
so many accomplished students have found him a master. He neither 

wrote lectures, nor arranged systematic notes for his university in 

struction, but " talked to his students and met their questions from the 
fulness of his knowledge, seeming," as one of them has said, 

" to live 

in the subject of his discourse," so complete was his mastery of it 

and its related matter. For the press, although he was an editor of 

the North American Review for the years 1869 and 1870, he wrote 
almost nothing. It is therefore to the report of students, colleagues, 
and friends, who had long recognized him as a competent specialist in 
so many directions, and of the many scholars, both American and 

European, who in the warmth of his fireside and among his books 
sounded his knowledge and felt their own sounded by him, that we 
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must trust for evidence of the loss which historical learning has 
suffered. 

Reference has already been made to the importance of the juncture 
at which Professor Gurney became Dean of Harvard College. Under 
the administration of President Eliot, the University was entering 
upon an era of extraordinary development, both material and intel 

lectual. In devising and carrying out the measures necessary for this 

transformation, Professor Gurney was from the first a leading coun 

sellor; and in assuming the office of Dean of the College Faculty 
he took upon himself a share in their execution, for which only his 

singular combination of qualities and attainments could have been 

sufficient. In determining the action by which the teaching body 
expanded its range of instruction, and, by the abandonment of every 

scholastic tradition, adapted its system to a new university life, his 

influence was powerful. The great range of scholarship of which he 

had thorough command gave him an unequalled ability to compre 

hend and compare the capacities and the needs of many branches of 

knowledge, and made him in a peculiar manner the trusted colleague 
of all his associates, at a time when the supporters of the elder uni 

versity studies might well look with some doubt upon the growing 
importance of the newer learning, "and of the natural and physical 
sciences. His opinion, never advanced as such except upon a delib 

erate survey of the whole field, formed by a judgment which on the 
whole was cautious rather than conservative, never failed to weigh 

heavily at the decisive moment in any otherwise doubtful balance ; nor 

were the cases few in which his authority lightened for others the 

responsibility of individual decision. 
How important the work done in the transformation of Harvard 

University was, in its influence upon the higher education in America, 

need not be considered here. Of the history of one great section of 

this work, much will be found in the annual reports to the President 
of the University made by Professor Gurney while Dean of the Col 

lege Faculty. But the reader will find in these reports few state 
ments of educational theory, and little discussion not required by the 

practical questions of administration then to be dealt with. It was 
characteristic of the man that, in all outward expression, the right 
decision of the subject immediately in hand should be sufficient ; and 
the mass of ripened opinions by which his own mind was fortified, and 
which came to light in his conversation, he generally cared to display 
only so far as was necessary in order to convince, in the accomplish 
ment of some definite object. 
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It was clearly foreseen from the outset, and by none more clearly 
than by Professor Gurney, that the development of the University 
system and the great increase in the number of students would require 
a complete change of relations between the governing body and the 
mass of young men under its charge, the relaxation of old methods of 

discipline and the dependence henceforth upon influence rather than 
constraint ; and it devolved upon him as Dean of the College Faculty 
to take, during the critical years, a most important share in the task 

of establishing a new tradition. His qualifications for this undertak 

ing were unique. From the date of his appointment as Tutor, his 

interest in students as individuals, the ease with which he acquired 
and returned their friendship, his sincere sympathy with misfortune, 
his patience with failure, and his charity for all short-comings, had 

made him to a remarkable extent the unofficial counsellor of a long 
succession of undergraduates, of every possible variety of moral, intel 

lectual, or social quality. To the office of Dean he brought the same 

capacity for personal attachment and the same 
ready sympathy, facul 

ties long trained to the perception of character, and a rich store of the 
matured and cheerful counsel of the man of the world. The influence 

thus gained was never chilled by any feeling of disparity in years, or 

purposes, or pursuits. It was strengthened by the sense of sure reli 

ance upon a judgment which never failed to hold its balance undis 
turbed, and by the charm of a sweet and serene nature. And this 

kindly authority over students, together with the weight of his advice 
and example among his colleagues, may be said to have carried the 

disciplinary administration of the College safely through a period in 
which it might easily have been wrecked, either by a narrower man, 
or by one of less steady policy. 

Professor Gurney's knowledge of the world was a knowledge both 
of affairs and of men. No event, social, political, or financial, was 

indifferent to him or beyond his appreciation. To his colleagues, 
therefore, the gratifying and unusual choice which made him, while a 
Professor, also a Fellow of Harvard College, seemed the natural 

recognition of a life devoted to that institution, and of rare capacities 
for its service. Closing a career which leaves so little written evi 

dence of that which makes it memorable for his contemporaries, this 
distinction is a lasting memorial of him, placed in the University of 
which he was a builder. 
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